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Introduction  
 
Current research suggests that global climate 
change may significantly alter the forests of 
British Columbia. Shifts in temperature, 
precipitation and their interactions will likely 
destabilize primary forest processes and 
disturbance regimes in some environments, 
leading to changes in competitive 
interactions, productivities and regeneration 
successes of co-occurring species. Next to 
ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga 
menziesii) is expected to experience the 
greatest frequency increases among BC’s 
conifers due to climate change (Hamann and 
Wang 2006). Characterizing changes in tree-
population sensitivities to climate across the 
range of conditions where Douglas-fir occurs 
in BC will provide a biological foundation to 
predict their future competitive abilities, 
productivities, local abundances and transfer 
potentials. Their sensitivities of populations 
adapted to different climates will likely vary, 
and population responses may be particularly 
pronounced at their climatic limits 
(temperature and moisture). Such 
information is essential to the development 
of new provincial seed-deployment strategies 
to address climate change, a priority 
objective of the Future Forest Ecosystem 
Initiative and the MoFR’s Climate-Change 
Task Team.    

The model generated from this 
project should provide critical information 
for identifying management zones where tree 
species-environment interactions create 
particular management uncertainty for 
Douglas-fir. For instance, some areas may be 
exceptionally dynamic due to strong 
selection for low-abundance species in a 
changing climate. In such a case, species 
associations, relative abundances and 
productivities may change dramatically in 
coming decades. Such “hot zones” could be 
identified for special monitoring and 
management consideration.
 

 
Methods 
 
Study sites 
Stands of Douglas-fir were chosen to 
encompass a wide range of climatic conditions 
that this tree inhabits.  To date, 21 sites have 
been sampled along a gradient of mean annual 
temperature and precipitation in the Prince 
George and Vernon Forest Districts.  The 
northernmost sites in Prince George are 
thought to represent the temperature limits of 
the species (limited by cold) whereas the 
warmest sites in Vernon are thought to 
represent the drought-controlled limits of the 
species.  In order to maximize the climate 
signal in the ring widths, sites were located to 
minimize non-climatic influences on tree 
growth, such as old logging, xeric soils, steep 
northerly aspects, and poor soil nutrients.  
Sites with limiting conditions identified were 
not sampled.   
 
Sampling 
The sampling methodology follows standard 
dendroecological principles, as described by 
Schweingruber (1996), Fritts (1976), and 
Cook and Kairiukstis (1990).  A minimum of 
10 trees per site has been suggested by Fritts 
(1976) to build a robust chronology (a 
chronology is defined as a time series of tree-
ring widths and is derived from a sample of 
trees in a given site).  For this project, a 
minimum of 20 healthy trees were sampled at 
each site to ensure that chronologies were 
statistically suitable.  Sampling involved 
extracting a core of wood from the tree that 
contains the ringwidths of interest.  Cores 
were collected using standard techniques 
(Josza 1988).  Sampling was limited to trees 
70 years and greater.  The exact age of the 
tree was determined in the field by counting 
the annual growth rings.  A minimum of 70 
years was chosen because the climate data 
used will be for at least the last 50 years 
(from 1950 to 2002), and an extra 20 years 
would allow the identification of any long-
term growth trends prior to the period of 
comparison.  Many trees were over 200 years 
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old.  After sampling, each core was mounted 
and sanded in preparation for measurement.  
Annual ring widths were measured to the 
nearest 0.01mm using the computerized 
WinDendro system.  
 
Chronology development 
The comparison of climate-growth response 
to climate variables requires isolating the 
signal (i.e. increasing the signal to noise 
ratio, SNR) as much as possible in the 
chronologies.  Age-related trend is an 
important trend present in most chronologies; 
trees grow less as they age, mostly from the 
geometric function of adding new growth to 
a larger cylinder (Fritts 1976).  The computer 
program ARSTAN (Cook 1985) removes the 
age-related trend from each individual tree 
series before averaging series together into a 
chronology.  There are many detrending 
techniques available to use.  For this project, 
a cubic smoothing spline was used, where 
50% of the variation over a wavelength of 
67% of the series length (in most cases, this 
would be a wavelength of approximately 120 
years) was removed.  Cook and Kariukstis 
(1990) suggest this method is reasonable for 
retaining most resolvable climate-related 
trends in the chronology while removing age-
related trend. 

ARSTAN uses a biweight mean to 
calculate the chronology mean, which 
discounts the influence of outliers caused by 
endogenous disturbances (Daniels and 
Watson 2003).  Measurements are converted 
into a unitless index that compares yearly 
values to a mean (given a value of 1).  For 
this project, the ARSTAN chronology was 
used because it theoretically contains long-
term cycles in the chronologies that may be 
related to climate and therefore are of 
interest.  Residual chronologies will likely be 
used for multiple regressions because they 
contain no autocorrelation and observations 
are therefore independent. 
 
Climate data 
Climate BC (version 3.1) was used to 
generate climate variables specific to each 
site.  This standalone application extracts and 

downscales PRISM monthly data for a 
reference period and calculates seasonal, 
monthly, and annual climate data for specific 
locations within BC based on latitude, 
longitude, and elevation (Wang et al. 2006).   
PDO and ENSO indices obtained from the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA 2007) will also be 
used for future analysis.   
 
Statistical Analyses 
A Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 
analysis was carried out in order to determine 
groupings of sites based on similar variation 
over the common time period.  Varimax 
rotation was carried out after PCA in order to 
clarify the loading factors and therefore 
improve the interpretability of results   
(Tabachnick and Fidell 1989).  The leading 
principal components (PCs) from the ring 
width chronologies were analyzed using 
spectrum analysis to determine significant 
variation frequencies over the common time 
period.  Significant variation at certain 
frequencies may indicate a relationship 
between tree ring growth and cyclical 
weather patterns such as PDO and ENSO.  
Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) was also 
carried on the principal components to 
further identify leading frequencies of 
variation.  The lag period used for SSA was 
¼ of the series length (in this case, the series 
length is 53 years). (Tang 2007) 

Various multivariate techniques have 
been used to determine the relationship 
between ring widths and climate variables.   
The relationship between tree-ring PCs and 
PDO and ENSO was first examined using 
canonical correlation analysis (CCA).  PCA 
was used to extract the modes of variation 
from PDO and ENSO monthly indices.  
Because tree growth has been shown to be 
dependent on previous as well as current year 
conditions (Fritts 1976), PCA was carried out 
on a climate data set that consisted of 
monthly indices for current as well as 
previous year.  This is consistent with other 
research (e.g. Zhang and Hebda 2004, and as 
described in Fritts 1976).  CCA was then 
examined between the leading PCs of the 
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climate data set and the leading PCs from the 
ring widths.  CCA was carried out separately 
for PDO-growth relationship and ENSO-
growth relationship.  CCA is similar to PCA 
in theory and extracts the leading modes of 
variance from each dataset that can explain 
the most variance in the other dataset.  This 
analysis is useful for analyzing large sets of 
data that may be related to each other (Tang 
2007).  One of the drawbacks to using CCA 
is that the factor loadings are typically not 
rotated, which can make interpretation of 
each variable’s contribution to the final 
solution difficult (Tabachnick and Fidell 
1989). 

Correlation analysis was also used to 
determine the relationship between 
chronologies and site-specific climate data 
from Climate BC.  This analysis was also 
completed for each ring width PC and 
leading PCs of both PDO and ENSO.  
Because tree ring correlations with climate 
change over time, a “sliding correlation” can 
be used, where correlations are examined 
using a sliding window of a determined 
length. For this analysis, a 20-year window 
was used with 5 year steps to determine 
changes in correlation over time.   

Linear multiple regression and neural 
networks will also used to determine 
relationships between climate and tree 
growth.  Neural networks may improve 
predictions by reflecting a possible non-
linear relationship between growth and 
climate.   
 
Preliminary Conclusions 
All chronologies in this study have 
significant low-frequency cycles, which may 
be due to climate variation. Low-pass filtered 
chronologies were examined for correlation.  
Correlation strength increases between sites 
of similar MAT, MAP, and geographic 
location.  The correlation analysis revealed a 
geographic discrepancy between Prince 
George and Vernon growth variation.  Many 
of the Vernon sites have a negative 
correlation with Prince George sites.    
Overall, this correlation suggests that a) 
chronologies have a strong climate signal in 

them that is shared by similar sites, and b) 
there are different low-frequency climate 
patterns in Vernon and Prince George. 
PCA analysis of the chronologies indicates 
that Douglas-fir growth across the sample 
sites shows five distinct patterns that are 
ecologically interpretable.  Vernon sites are 
represented by three principal components 
(high-elevation, mid-elevation, and drought-
limited sites).  Prince George sites are 
represented by two principal components 
(cold-limited sites and medium climatic 
regime sites).  Principal components were 
retained as time series for further analysis. 

Spectral analysis and singular 
spectrum analysis reveal that there are 
significant low-frequency cycles present in 
all chronologies.  High-elevation Vernon and 
cold-limited Prince George PCs have 
significant 18- to 23-year cycles, which 
match PDO frequencies (Biondi et al. 2001).  
Vernon-high elevation sites have a 
significant positive relationship with PDO 
and ENSO indices.  Cold-limited Prince 
George sites have a significant negative 
relationship with PDO.  PDO indices are 
positively related to annual heat-moisture 
stress in Prince George sites, but not in 
Vernon high-elevation sites. 
Correlation analysis between chronologies 
and Climate BC data revealed that most 
populations have a positive relationship to 
winter temperatures and a negative 
relationship to growing season temperatures.  
Previous July precipitation tends to have the 
highest correlation with growth for all sites; 
correlation strengths have an inverse 
relationship with site mean annual 
temperature (i.e. colder sites have a stronger 
correlation with previous July precipitation).  
The three sites with the highest MAT 
(considered to be drought-limited) show 
unique relationships.  They are most 
responsive to the sum of precipitation over 
the previous fall, winter, and current growing 
season.   
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